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the various quests can be completed at any time, but there's a quest log that shows your progress. you can view this by pressing the b button on the gamepad, and you can give quests to others by pressing r. completing quests rewards
you with materials that you can use to craft your own weapons and armor. the crafting is intuitively simple, which is often a good thing in the monster hunter series. the combat system in monster hunter 3 isn't as complicated as it is in
monster hunter 3 ultimate, though it's still quite complicated. using the gamepad (or pro controller), you are able to take on nearby monsters, walk around the battlefield, and view the location of nearby monsters. you can then use an
attack command to either attack or change to a different weapon. each weapon has a primary and secondary attack, and you can equip several weapons on your character at once. for example, i can equip two greatswords and a hunting
spear, and i'm still only using one weapon. you can use basic attacks on close and far away monsters. the closer the monster is, the more damage you do, so the closer a monster is to you, the more damage you'll do when you attack.
each weapon has a special attack called a parry. parrying is a move in which the enemy monster attacks you, and you block it with the weapon. after parrying, you can attack or change weapon at the cost of the parry attack. if you parry
a parry, you'll end up blocking the attack. there is a very small chance of you parrying an attack and then missing the attack. if you parry a parry, you can even parry an attack that is a parry to a lesser weapon.
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the added complexity in ultimate is the ability to use two weapon types at once. you can equip greatswords and hunting spears on your character, and use the secondary attacks of each to perform a high or low attack on an enemy
monster. this, combined with the ability to parry, makes for some interesting combat. for example, you could parry an attack to a low weapon, use a high weapon to hit, and parry a high weapon attack to a low weapon. this is only

possible if the attack has a high attack and a low attack, and the lower attack is parried first. monster hunter 3 ultimate features a time limit on each quest, and the game will remind you of it when you near the end. since monster hunter
3 ultimate features a main quest and side quests, there is always a reason to explore, so you'll always have something to do if you're looking for things to do. additionally, while there are multiple weapons and armor types to craft, there
are only a few weapons and armor types to equip on your character. overall, monster hunter 3 ultimate is a worthy entry to the franchise. though the single-player game is good, it's the multiplayer aspect that makes it much more worth
your time. though it's not something that you can play with friends, the online play is available in 4v4 games, and you can play against other hunters online or in local matches. this past december, we brought you a look at the monster

hunter 3 ultimate wii u title and its companion gamepad. this week, we get a closer look at the monster hunter 3 ultimate 3ds title with a look at the 3ds graphics, as well as a look at the 3ds screens and a trailer. 5ec8ef588b
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